In generalized Riemann integration theory it is becoming increasingly clear that a particular collection of sets has some properties of a topology; it is a useful topology when general requirements hold, and the present paper examines the background. Thomson [23, 24] altered my original theory of the variation and Riemann-type integration that has Lebesgue properties, defining the variation of a function of interval-point pairs over the whole of a space T by using partial divisions of T instead of divisions covering T entirely, and also defining a Lebesgue-type integral. His reason might have been that a decomposable division space seems impossible in a general compact or locally compact space. McGill mentioned this to me, and in [15] connected Thomson's setting with topological measure and Topsjzfe [25] , giving an interesting theorem on the variation of the limit of a monotone increasing generalized sequence of open sets. The variation is different from Tops^e's content in the vital sense that the content is defined for special sets and has to be extended to other sets, whereas the variation is defined for all sets. However, Tops^e's theory and other extension theories such as Choksi [1], Kisyhski [13] , might be useful in finding properties of the variation, connections with other definitions, and proofs of uniqueness.
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McGill did not wish to look for an analogue of his theory using an integration structure rather than an imposed topological structure. But, as this paper shows, a theory avoiding additivity can give deep results on generalized sequences of integrals and variations, and r-smoothness, together with a useful intrinsic topology. This seems to be the best w r ay of studying integration theory by way of divisions and generalized limits of sums.
fixed collection U l of interval-point pairs (/,#). An elementary set E is an interval or a union of a finite number of mutually disjoint intervals. A subfamily U C U l divides E if, for a finite subfamily (f Ç [/, called a division of E from [/, the (/, x) G d? have mutually disjoint / that have union E. These / are called partial intervals of E. A non-empty subset of $, including S itself, is called a partial division of P, and the union of the corresponding / is called a partial set P of E that comes from $ and £/, and P is proper iî P ^ E. If there are mutually disjoint partial sets Pi, . . . , P n formed from various / with (/, x) G 6°, then Pi, . . . , P n are called co-divisional, and the union of these sets is also a partial set. A division (f 0 of E is a refinement of a division # of £ if there is a division of each / with (/, x) £ <f, formed of those (J, () f(f 0 with J Q I. We write é? o ^ <? to correspond to 7 C J. We use Moore-Smith limits (usually stronger than refinement limits) along a direction in the particular family A of subsets U Q U l employed; in lectures I have called this the direction "as £7 shrinks". Choices of A give many special integrals such as Riemann, Lebesgue, special and general Denjoy, and approximate Perron integrals. The referee has pointed out that, once an elementary set E has been chosen, the theory ignores any (/, x) G U l for which I is not a partial interval of E. Thus we write
U.E = { (i, x) G U: I a partial interval of E), A\E = {U.E: U G A, U divides E).
The notation A\E is borrowed from number theory where b\c denotes that the integer b divides the integer c. A is directed (in the sense of divisions of elementary sets E) if, given Ui, U 2 G A\E, there is Uz G A\E with c7 3 C lj\ C\ U 2 . This is the direction as U shrinks. If A\E is not empty then A divides E, and if the two properties hold for E, (T, 3/~', A) is called a division system for E. If U divides E, a restriction of U to a partial set P is a family L\ C U.P. If, for each elementary set E, each partial set P, and each U G ^4 \E, there is in A\P a, restriction of U to P, we say that A has the restriction property. If this holds for A and if (P, 3f, A) is a division system for all elementary sets, we call (P, J?~, A) a non-additive division space.
If also A is additive (i.e. given disjoint elementary sets E h and Uj G ^4|Pj Proof. As a restriction of U to P divides P, U itself divides P. For P proper in the second result, E\P is a partial set and U divides P and E\P. Thus there is a division of P from U with two or more (7, x) . For each such 7 there is similarly a division from U having two or more (J, t), and so on.
To obtain Lebesgue-type limit theorems, for IÇT and U Ç U l we define
(P, ^, A) is fully decomposable (respectively, decomposable) if to every elementary set P, every family (respectively, countable family) 3£ of mutually disjoint subsets X of T, and every function U(.) \9t? -» A\E, there is U Ç ^4|P with P[X] Ç P(X) (I^f). The intrinsic topology is built up using star-sets. If E is an elementary set let E*(U) be the set of all x with (7, x) £ £/.P, and define the star-set P* as the intersection £* = n {P*(c7): £/ 6 4|£}.
Then for P a proper partial set of E, the frontier star-set P(P; P) is P* H (P\P)*. If to each E there is a £/(£) G 4|£ such that every L\ t A\E with 17i C [/(£), has £*(C/i) = £*([/(£)), we say that (P, ^~, ,4) is sfo&fe. Here the referee has extended my definition of P*, originally restricted to stable (T, ^~,A). In a topological 7Yspace E there is a fully decomposable stable non-additive division space. Let X, X° be the closure and interior of X Ç P, respectively, with 77 the family of non-empty compact sets. Let the generalized intervals be those I = X\Y (X, Y G H) with 7° non-empty. Let A be the family of all U defined by an elementary set E and a function /: P ->^" with x 6 J(x)°, such that P contains all (P, x) with x Ç P H K and P Ç /(x) H P. Then ,4 divides each P: we show that A divides each interval I = X\Y. As I Ç Î = X G 77, J is compact and the union of a finite number J(xi)°, . . . , J(x w )° contains J with each Xj Ç P As T is a P3-space there are open sets Gj containing Xj, with disjoint Gj Ç J(XJ)°, and if e let the function value for (F\E, x) be 0, arranging the U so that in some sense E tends to F as U shrinks, while E is divided by U. i.e., the limit L is as follows. Given e > 0, there exist an elementary set E C F and a U 6 A with a restriction to Ei belonging to A\E\, for all E\ in E C E\ C F, such that
-L\< e for all S over such E\ and from U. Compare the definition of integral given later. Similarly w r e have a division system for Thomson's, see [23, 24] . Let . Given I £ ^~o, we can choose iVso that N(x) C \I when x ([ I, so that if P is a finite union of disjoint sets of^o then P* = P = P and the system is stable. If Pi, P 2 are two such disjoint sets then Pi* Pi P 2 * is empty. This (T, Jf, A) is compatible with ^, i.e., if G G ^, there is £/ G G 4 such that if (I, x) £ £/<? and x G G then ICG, For we need only choose iV(x) Ç G when x G G. McGill then follows Tops^e [25] , with new proofs.
Here we first remove the imposed topology by defining a Q-set to be a set Q that has a U Q Ç A associated with it, such that (I, x) Ç £7 0 and x Ç Ç imply ZÇÇ, Thus P and the empty set are trivially Ç-sets. Instead of assuming P closed we assume that if P is the finite union of disjoint intervals from^o then \P* is a Q-set. Next, w T e observe that unions of the \P* (and, for one theorem here, the \(E\P)*) are the only Q-sets really necessary in the theory. Thus the following assumptions contain McGill's as a special case, and they are used in Section 5 and subsequently.
If E is an elementary set and P a proper partial set of E from^o, we say that the non-additive division space (P, J^"", A) is weakly compatible with P when (W) there is U{P\ £ A\E such that (J, x) G c7{P} and x $ P* imply 7 C E\P. (7, x) G D' and x g P*(S) for the 5 of [8], then 7 g P and so 7 Ç P\P. We need only take P*(S) = P*. Thus weak compatibility of a non-additive division space gives a system lying between a non-additive and an additive stable division space.
Further, we say that (T, ^~, A) is strongly compatible with P if it is weakly compatible and if the (7, x) G U\P\ with x ([ P* also have 7* C P*\P*.
LEMMA 2. 7/ //^ non-additive division space (T, ^/~, A) is weakly compatible
with every partial set from ^0, and if the Pi, P 2 , Pi W P2 «^ partial sets from^o, then (Pi U P 2 )* = Pi* VJ P 2 *.
(Compare [9, p. 335], using an earlier definition of 7*, with E* 3 P-)
Pi for £/ £ 4|£, and P*(£/) 2 P 1 *(c/) 3 Pi*, P* 3 Pi*, P* 2 Pi* W P 2 *. On the other hand, weak compatibility implies stability, so that if x £ P*\(Pi* U P 2 *) and t/ G 4|E, £7£ C/{Pi} H £/{P 2 },thereis7C Pwith (7, x) G Uand I QE\Pj (j = 1,2), 7 Ç p\P. This contradiction gives the result. For monotone decreasing x$ i.e., x$ C x a when (5 ^ a, we can put 7 = /3. It is easy to prove that a fundamental real or complex generalized sequence is convergent.
Division systems.
Here we take (7\ 3/~, ^1) a division system for an elementary set E, and functions h : c7 ! -> K, K being the real line R or complex plane C. Thus definitions of integrals and variation are simple. For other K see [11] . The generalized sequence x v is the set S(U) of sums
{S) ZHl,x)
for all divisions S over E from U, S(U) being monotone decreasing relative to the downward direction as U shrinks, and if the limit exists we say that
S(U) is convergent (A;E). The limit, sometimes with
is written as
omitting A when it is understood. If S(U) is fundamental we say that it is fundamental (A ; E).
For real-valued h we have upper and lower generalized Riemann integrals, respectively
as U shrinks, for the infimum over all U f A\E, the suprcmum over all S of E from U, and
as U shrinks, for the supremum over all U G A\E, the infimum over all S J of E from L r . The integral clearly exists if and only if the upper and lower integrals are finite and equal. The (norm) variation Y(h\ A; E) of h over E (relative to A) is the upper integral of \h\, or,
If X C T, the variation of h over X (relative to E, A) is
V(X) = V(h;A;E;X) = V(h. x (X\.)
; A ; E) with F(/*; U;E;X) = r(/*. x (*;.); ^;£), where x(^l x ) is the indicator function of X (1 when x f X, 0 when x (? AT).
If V(h; A ; £) is finite we say that, relative to A, h is of bounded variation in E, and if V(h\ A\E) = 0, h is of variation zero in E. Similarly for V(X). If a property holds except in a set X with V{X) = 0, we say that the property holds h-almost everywhere. 3. Non-additive division spaces. Here (7^, ^~, A) is a non-additive division space. A union of two disjoint partial sets need not be a partial set, for let T = R and ^T the family of [u, v) with v -u rational, or u = 0, or v = 1. The disjoint [0, J), [2~1 /2 , 1) are partial sets of (0, 1) for divisions from T of [0, 1) with mesh less than e > 0. But the union is not a partial set, for a division with division point J has only rational division points and so cannot include 2~1 /2 . This is why we need co-divisional partial sets. LEMMA (2) . Hence
The integral is linear in h and (when

If P is a proper partial set of E, if S is a division of P from a U Ç A\E, and if Ui £ A\E\P, then there is a division a\ of E\P from Ui, depending only on P and not on the particular <ff dividing
As e > 0 is arbitrary, the set of sums over divisions of P from U, is fundamental (A ; P) and 77(P) exists. Letting s 2 in (3) tend to 77(P) we have
uniform in the partial sets P of E and all U d A\E satisfying (2) . If Pi, P 2 are co-divisional partial sets of E, Pi U P 2 is a partial set and 77(Pi), 77(P 2 ), 77(Pi \J P 2 ) exist. For the same U, a sum for Pi plus a sum for P 2 is a sum for Pi U P 2 , with (4) for the three sets. Hence finite additivity follows from Proof. If (f i is the part of S with real (h -H) ^ 0, and P the union of the corresponding /,
by (4) . Then (5), (6) follow and h -H is of variation zero in E, since in a similar way, (<sf ) E I imag (h-H)\^ 4e, and |Â| g | A -i?| + |H|, |H| £\H-h\ + \h\.
We can generalize [3] , [4] (upper and lower Burkill integral) and Scanlon [22] (McShane's P-integral) to upper and lower generalized Riemann integrals on a non-additive division space; and, using the methods of [3] , [4] , coupling sequences of special divisions with the arrangements for A, we can have some results of division space type.
Decomposable non-additive division spaces.
Adding decomposability to the previous section's hypotheses, we prove various monotone convergence theorems. First let k(I, x) ^ 0 and/ ; (x) monotone increasing in the integer j, where the integral Hj(E) of fjk over E exists for each j and is bounded in j. Using Theorems 1, 2, the proof of [10, pp. 232-234, Theorem 7] gives the weak case in which fj(x) tends to a finite limit as j -» oo for each fixed x. Dropping the last assumption on fj(x), the strong case is proved in [10, pp. 236-237, Theorem 11] using [10, pp. 235-236, Theorem 10] . Here this needs more assumptions, see Theorem 12. Instead we use (1), as follows.
As the monotone increasing Hj(E) is bounded above, it tends to a limit as j -» co, so that by taking a subsequence if necessary we can assume that
As Hj+i -Hj ^ 0 is finitely additive over divisions of E, if X j is the set of x where f j+ i(x) -fj(x) ^ 2~j, with V X {X) = V(k;A;E;X), Theorem 2(6) and (7), (1) As /?(x) is monotone increasing in j for each fixed x, the original sequence tends to the same limit as the subsequence for x § X and so ^-almost everywhere.
Changing to a monotone increasing generalized sequence fp(p £ B), if
As ffi is monotone increasing in /3 and & ^ 0, by direction in B we can take a (?z) mono tone increasing in n. By the preceding proof, \im n^oe f a ( n ) = f, finite, ^-almost everywhere. The weak monotone convergence theorem gives fk integrable to H(E) over E. If for a monotone increasing sequence (a f (n)) satisfying (8) we have a limit/o, a third monotone increasing sequence (a" (n)) exists with (8) and a limit/*, such that
Hence jf* < / + 1/w ^-almost everywhere. By (1), /* = / ^-almost everywhere. Similarly /* = / 0 ^-almost everywhere, so that /o = / ^-almost everywhere, and the limit is independent of the particular sequence used, modulo values in sets of ^-variation zero. If y ^ a(«) (all n) then / 7 ^ /, H y = iï~, H y = H, f y = f ^-almost everywhere.
But we can have / ^ lim^/p everywhere. For let 0 be a finite set of real numbers, a ^ ft meaning a C /?, and //s(#) the supremum of /(#, 3O for all y Ç 0, where /(#, 31) = 0(x 5^ 31), f(x, x) = 1. Then /^ = 0 = / almost everywhere but lim^/z? = 1 everywhere. We avoid this, writing the limit function /as lim^/fl, and have a majorized convergence theorem using (9) \ni* a^f0 (x) = lim* 7 {inî a^< yMx)} } (10) limini*pfp(x) = lim* a {inP^/^x)}, 
J E ^E
If (13), (14) are replaced by 
sup a^<7 //3(^).^ integrable in E for each fixed a < y in B, then
(18) I \\m sup*$ f$(x)dk ^ lim sup^ I f$(x)dk.
JE JE JE
Again (9) is monotone increasing as a increases, and we can clearly assume that the right-hand side of (15) is finite. Hence by (20) the integral of (9) with respect to k is bounded as a increases, and the monotone convergence theorem shows that (10) is finite ^-almost everywhere, and with (20) we have (15) , and (18) on replacing ^ by/+ -f fi . Then (15), (18) give (19) .
With more conditions we can improve this theorem slightly. (See Theorem 7.) 5. Non-additive division spaces that are weakly compatible with every partial set. The following is true in division spaces.
(21) Given a division S of E from a U G A\E, we can find Ui G A\E such that all divisions S i of E from Ui satisfy & ± ^ S.
If S has two members (/, x), (J, y) only, with (21), and (K, z) G V\ with K C\ I and K C\ J not empty, (i£, 2;) cannot be used in any division of E from Z7i. Thus, for the purposes of dividing E, all such (K, z) could be dropped from Ui, to give additivity in this case, and (21) is very near to additivity in general. Also (21) is not satisfied by the example in a topological TVspace. Needing something near to (21), we turn to other hypotheses. First we assume that the non-additive division space (T, 3f~, A) is weakly compatible with every proper partial set P of an elementary set E. Thus by definition there is U{P} G A\E such that (J, x) G U{P\ and x G P* imply I C E\P. Note that if the open G, Gi are disjoint in a Euclidean space with the Pythagorean metric topology, we can usually find Pi and P 2 = E\Pi such that G C P lt Gi Ç P 2 .
A function h(I) of the / G ^ is finitely sub-additive if, for each / G ^~ and each division é° oî J from some £7 G ^4 \J, we have Proof. Given e > 0, if <f is a division of E from a U G A\E, then from (23), and (1) for a finite number of X h there is a f/ 3 G A\E such that ( 
(<?)ZHI) *h(J).
THEOREM 5. Let h (I) be a finitely sub-additive function satisfying (23) V(h',A;E',F(E)I)) = 0 for every partial interval I of E. Given a division S of Efrom a U G A\E, suppose that to each U\ G A\E with U\ Q U, there is a £7" 2 G A\E and depending on $, with U2 Q Uu such that if t G F{E\ I) for some (I, x) G $, and if (J, t) G
24) V(h;Us;E;U u . X )z*F(E;I)) < e.
For each (7, x) G $, E\I is a partial set and there are U{ 1} and U{E\I\ in A \E such that if (/, /) G U{I} and t G 7* then J C E\I, and if (J, t) G U{E\I\ and / G (E\I)* then J Ç 7. By direction there is a U\ G v4|E that lies in U, t/ 3 , and £/{/}, C/{£\/} for all (7, x) G <^\ a finite number of pairs. If JJi corresponds to this U x and if (/, t) G ^2 with Jglior all (J, x) G <f, then / G (£V0* for all (7, x) G <f. Also, if J H I is not empty, for some (7, x) G <^\ then J g £\7 and so * G 7*. Hence if (/, t) G L7 2 and 7 £ I for all (7, x) G «f, then / G 7X£; 7) for all (7, x) G ^ with J C\ I not empty. Thus we can replace (J, 0 by (J,-, 0 G 7/i(l g 7 ^ k), and this for all such (/, /), which by (24) changes the sum 5 by at most 2e.
If the set of sums 5 has supremum 77 we can choose <o so that for the corresponding s f , 77 -e < s f ^77, and then 77-3e<5^77for every sum 5 over a division of E from U2, by the finite sub-additivity of h. If the set of 5 is unbounded we can choose S so that the corresponding s' satisfies s' è n + 2e, and then s ^ n. Hence the results. We can now add to Theorem 3. THEOREM 7. In Theorems 3, 5 let B be the set of positive integers and let k satisfy (23) . If (13) is true then so is (14) . If (16) is true then so is (17) .
Proof. Use Theorem 6 repeatedly. THEOREM 8. In Theorems 3, 5 let k satisfy (23) . If in (15) or (18) , lim%/^(x) exists, we do not need the integrability of (14) or (17) as an extra assumption.
Proof. For some sequence (a(n)), the integral of f a { n ).k tends to the righthand side of (15) or (18), respectively. As lim*pf'j3 (x) = \im n^oe f a ç n )(x) ^-almost everywhere, Theorem 7 gives the result.
6. Non-additive division spaces that are strongly compatible with partial sets from ^0-We suppose that there is a subset <T$ ç 3^ such that h (I, x) = 0 when / G ^\^~0, and that the non-additive division space (P, 37~, A ) is either strongly compatible with every partial set of E from J^o, or, if P\,Pi are disjoint partial sets of E fromJ^~o, satisfies 
if (T, 37~, A ) is infinitely divisible or ifX = Y\P* for a partial set P of Efrom J^~0, when P C\ P\is empty, or if E -T in Thomson s setting.
COROLLARY. // V(\P*) is finite, it is the supremiim of F (Pi*)
for all Pi* Q\P*, when strong compatibility is used, or with decomposability and (25) there is a fixed set X of h-variation zero with Pi* ÇIU \P*.
The idea of the proof, due to AIcGill [15, p. 33, Lemma 2] in a similar result, is that if a sum is within 6 of a supremum, then an extra sum cannot be greater than e.
Proof. As V(X) is finite let
U G A\E have V(h; U; E; X) finite. There is a partial divisional from a division(f of E from U, with x G X for (I, x) G S\, x G X or I G $~\T Q for (J, x) G A^i,
and (26) V(h; U;E;X) -e < {S\) £ \h(I, x)\ g V(h; U; E; X).
For the (/, x) G $ Y , with P x the union of /, by infinite divisibility and Lemma 1 the least \h(I,x)\ is as small as we please and can eventually be omitted, giving (26) with Pi proper. If X = Y\P* let U Ç U{P). Then (I, x) G U{P], x G \P*, so that I G E\P, Pi Ç E\P, and Pi is proper with P Pi Pi empty. In Thomson's setting, P = T, no elementary set from ^~o equals P, and Pi is necessarily proper. Let U\ G ^4|P have £/i Q U P t/{Pi}. Then by (26), (27) (<f i) E |A(/, s)| + 7(A; UÙ E; X\Pf) g 7(A; £/; P; X)
< (^i)ZI*(/^)l + e.
For in the definition of the first V of (27) we omit the (J, x) in a division of E with x(X\Pi*\ x ) = 0> an d the rest form a partial divisioné°2 with x G X\Pi*, so that 7 C E\P U disjoint from P x , while x G X. Thus <f 2 can be used with Ei, (27) follows, and we have F(XVV) ^ Hfc; t/i;£; A^Pi*) < *• As F(X) is sub-additive in X the second result follows. For the Corollary, as P H Pi is empty, strong compatibility and Lemma 2 give P* P\ P x * empty, while if (25) is used we take e = 1/w, P n for P x , and X = U w =2 oe P"* H P*. Decomposability ensures that V(X) = 0. THEOREM 10 . If Y C 7^ «nd P is a partial set of E from J^~0, P* is CV/mthêodory V-measurable, V(h;A;P) g F(/^M;P;P*) = F(P*)
if P is a partial set of E, for F(P*) uses all (7, x) used by V(h; A: P), and possibly more. Even with (25) , the further property that
is not always true. For V(P*) sometimes needs (7, x) with x G F(E; P) and Thus the analogue of Theorem 11 here, replacing VS(h; A; P) by VS(h; A ; E; P*) in [11, Lemma 4] , is still false.
7. Decomposable and fully decomposable non-additive division spaces that are strongly compatible with partial sets from ,^~0. We now add full decomposability, or decomposability on occasion. Proof. As in [11] it is sufficient to prove the second part using V(X n ) ^ V(X), the result being trivial when V(X n ) = + GO . Thus with V(X n ) < GO, given e > 0 let U n , U G A\E have
For S a division of E from U let <f n be the (I, x) G S with x £ X n \X w _i. As S has only a finite number of (/, x), an N exists with S n empty if n > N. For P n the union of / for (/, x) G <f ni or the empty set if 6°n is empty, when V(h; U; P n ; X n ) is replaced by 0,
(^)Z\h(I,x)\ x (X;x) = ^i(^n)i:\h(I,x)\è
Zn=iV(h;U;P n ;X n ).
Putting h.x(X";.) in Theorem 11, with Theorem 10 Corollary and (25), we have
ELi V(h; U; P";X n ) < ££,i V(P"* H X n ) + e S Eli T'(P»* H X") + e g K(X") + e.
Hence the second result follows by mono tonicity.
In the notation of [17] , a paving in L* is a collection 5 of subsets of E* that contains the empty set. If S is closed under finite unions and intersections a Choquet S-capacity on E* is an extended-real-valued set function J defined for all subsets of P* such that J is increasing, that if X n Ç p*, (XJ monotone increasing, then J (lim" =co X.") = sup e /(X"), and that for every monotone decreasing (X") C 5, ./(lim^XJ = inf J(X n ).
If 5 is the collection of P* then Theorems 12 and 10 Corollary show that for finite L(£*), b is a Choquet 5-capacity. If true when L(P*) = + co , then for (P n *) monotone decreasing, V(P n *) = +co (all n), we need V(\im n _> oe P n *) = + oo. But in infinitely divisible spaces having such a (P n *) with a finite limit set X, and h = 1 (all (/,*)), then T r (P n *) = +oe, V(X) < oo. we take Y = £* throughout. If x d X then x $ Pad)* for some function a(x). Let U 6 A\E be such that
In Theorem 9 let $ x be the partial division of E from U, and for all (/, x) d.S\ let a(x) g 7 . As (/, x) e U{P a(x) ], I C E\P a{x) C E\P y , P = U J C P\P 7 , and P, P y are disjoint partial sets. By strong compatibility and Lemma 2, I* Ç £*\P T *, P* C P*\P T * C \X, P*\\P y * = P* r\ P y *, V(\X) ^ V(P*\X) + V(\(P* UZ))^ 7(P*) + 6 g F(\P 7 *) + e.
The X and Pi of Theorem 9 are \X and P here. Replacing strong compatibility by (25) we have a similar proof, but without P* Ç \X. If a ^ /?, P a Ç P^ X C P a * ÇZ P/, X = P$* C\ X, and so X and \X are Immeasurable.
The intrinsic topology.
The sets P* were originally defined as a location requirement, so that for the (/, x) in divisions, the x lay in well-defined sets. The definition of P* has gradually been refined, see [5, p. 118 [15] . More especially note [9, p. 335, elementary *-sets and the Tychonoff analogue, Theorem 8] and earlier sections here. Now we show that the topology constructed from the \P* has useful properties for integration on assuming full decomposability, strong compatibility relative to each partial set of E from J^o, and another simple condition, as follows:
If Pi, P 2 are partial sets of E from J^o, so is P x U P 2 .
This holds in a division space. Thus from Lemma 2 the P* are finitely additive, i.e., (P 1 U P 2 )* = P x * \J P 2 *.
Let the intrinsic topology^ in E* be the empty set, P*, and arbitrary unions of P*\P* anc [ so t j ie complements of arbitrary intersections of P*, for all P £ ^~o. Replacing h by Px(F;.) and letting e -» 0 we have the Immeasurability of X and can easily obtain the other result.
THEOREM 16. The set E* is compact in the intrinsic topology.
Proof. If P* is covered by a collection of unions of \P* then each x Ç P* lies in at least one of these sets and so in one of the \P*. Let P(x) be one of the P with x ([ P*. As in Theorem 15 there is a U G -4|P with the corresponding (30). From U we have a division S of P formed of (P x) G f/{P(x)}, /* C P*\P(x)*, with P* = U* /* £ U^ E*\P(x)*, by Lemma 2, and so a finite number of the open sets cover P*, and P* is compact. contains all open sets with finite V (Theorem 15), and so all Borel sets with finite V, and all F Ç J^~ are Carathéodory Immeasurable. But there might be sets not in J^~ that are Carathéodory Immeasurable. These details are proved in the usual way.
Here we have a compact containing space on using the intrinsic topology, so that in Rudin [19, p. 43 [11, Theorem 5] , My thanks are due to the referee for making a careful study of and improving the notation and results, as is remarked in various places of this paper.
